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Project Summary  
 
Minuteman Advisory Group on Interlocal Coordination (MAGIC) Subregion consists primarily of 
Developing Suburbs that are particularly susceptible to development on lands that are suitable 
for agricultural production. MAGIC is comprised of thirteen municipalities that include the least 
densely populated areas of the Metropolitan Area Planning Council’s (MAPC) region. 
 
MAPC proposes to develop a Comprehensive Agricultural Planning Program that will increase the 
economic viability of farming and protect sustainable “foodsheds” (farms and agricultural soils 
close to metropolitan markets) within MAGIC. Proposed tools would include technical assistance to 
agricultural commissions to advocate for local farms, subregional management options for 
agricultural land uses, marketing for new agricultural operations, and regulatory changes to allow 
for diversified operations (such as agri-tourism and value-added processing). The proposed 
project will build on the Sustainable Communities-funded Subregional Agricultural Survey of 
municipal officials to collect data about existing regulatory and management options and land 
available for agriculture (referred to as the Phase I survey below). Project partners include 
Sudbury Valley Trustees, Land for Good, Conservation Law Foundation, Tufts New Entry 
Sustainable Farming Project, Massachusetts Audubon, and the participating municipalities of 
Boxborough, Concord, Lincoln, and Littleton. Partners are entities that will receive funding for their 
work on the project, as well as those who have committed in-kind or match contribution. Other 
MAGIC municipalities that are recipients of products, and primary stakeholders of the project, are 
the Towns of Acton, Bolton, Carlisle, Lexington, Maynard, Sudbury, and Stow.  
 
Project Rationale 
 
The last farms in Developing Suburbs are among the areas most at risk for development.  
Increasing the economic viability of farming and protecting agricultural land is critical to 
discouraging low density development and associated environmental and transportation impacts, 
and to protect local food production capacity. Agricultural production within the MAGIC 
Subregion is strong, consisting of approximately 7,870 acres of existing farmland and it is 
anticipated that there are thousands of acres of available farmland not in use and potentially not 
protected. MAGIC communities have expressed an enthusiastic desire not only to protect existing 
agricultural lands, but also to promote and increase agricultural production.  
 
The proposed approach also directly or indirectly achieves numerous U.S. Housing and Urban 
Development Livability Principals, as well as MetroFuture’s goals and strategies, as listed below. 
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Livability Principles: 

 Enhance economic competitiveness.  

 Support existing communities.  

 Value communities and neighborhoods.  

 
MetroFuture Goals: 
 
The project would directly advance the following MetroFuture goals: 

 # 24: Residents in all communities and of all incomes will have access to affordable healthy food. 
With increased marketing opportunities and business development tools, farmers can sell 
affordable fresh fruit and vegetables to currently underserved communities, which currently have 
less access to healthy food. Promotion and preservation of farming within the Subregion would 
ensure that urban schools, markets, and residents have access to healthy food via alternative 
business models and enhancing/publicizing Community Supported Agriculture.  

 # 42: The region’s agricultural economy will grow through a focus on sustainable farming and by 
bringing more locally produced foods to the market. Existing programs described and new ones 
developed through this project would encourage environmentally sensitive growing practices and 
environmental improvements in farm buildings and land. Creative programming explored will 
increase the supply of farm labor and financing available for new entry farmers and farmers 
wishing to make investments in their business. 

 #65: A robust network of protected open spaces, farms, parks, and greenways will provide wildlife 
habitat, ecological benefits, recreational opportunities, and scenic beauty. One of the primary goals 
of the project is to ensure adequate protection of agricultural lands. 

 
MetroFuture Implementation Strategies: 

 Strategy #7.D. Create a new generation of farmers through training, technical assistance and 
access to capital. 

 Strategy #7.E. Build a stronger market for local agricultural products. 

 Strategy #7.F. Remove regulatory and labor-related barriers to agricultural 
expansion/diversification. 

 
The project would have an impact on development patterns within the entire MAGIC Subregion, 
as well as similar areas throughout the entire region, particularly subregional land use patterns. 
The proposed project would inventory existing and potential agricultural lands within the entire 
Subregion, thereby providing an initial planning tool for municipalities to begin to make decisions 
regarding agricultural preservation and enhancement. The proposed project would also result in 
an analysis of potential farmlands by MAPC and project partners, thereby encouraging 
additional agricultural productivity, wherever most appropriate. Issues will be discussed 
regarding barriers to farming, as well as solutions to promote increased food production and 
marketing to areas outside the Subregion.   
 
Project Workplan 
 
1. Agricultural Survey Phase II and Analysis. MAPC will conduct a second survey targeted to 

farmers, land owners, and agricultural service organizations to fill in the gaps from the initial 
survey of municipal officials. Information collected from these entities will include information 
regarding the sale of their products to local/regional customers, and barriers regarding farm 
production, preservation, and marketing. Phase I survey results will be compiled and analyzed 
to begin to determine existing and future agricultural opportunities (e.g. existing 
zoning/regulations, conservation support, prime farmland soils, zoning, USDA statistics on land 
in productivity, etc.).  
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Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Responsible for survey follow up and for compiling and analyzing the Phase I survey 
results, and preparing and distributing the Phase II survey.   

 Land For Good: Responsible for assisting with the survey development and analyzing results of 
the survey. 

 Municipal Partners: Responsible for answering follow-up questions relating to survey 
information provided, working with MAPC on the development of the Phase II survey.  

 
Deliverables: Survey questions, survey results (raw data), survey summary, agricultural land 
uses (existing and potential) map. 
 

2. Convening Stakeholders. With the help of project partners, MAPC will identify stakeholders; 
including those involved in agricultural promotion and preservation, local farmers, and 
agricultural schools. Critical entities would include those responsible for holding and/or 
managing easements/restrictions on agricultural and conservation land. MAPC and project 
partners would reach out to organizations involved in agriculture and land preservation to 
develop a list of stakeholders invited to participate in workshops and forums (Task 3). 
Soliciting their information as experts in the field is critical to both expanding the agricultural 
knowledge base of the Subregion, as well as successful identification of issues and tools to 
help overcome those issues. An MAPC webpage will be established that is devoted to the 
project and includes links to all project partners and their available tools.  
 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Primary generator of stakeholder list, organization and publicity of conference calls or 
meetings; development of materials for meetings; attendance and facilitation; meeting notes 
and follow-up actions.  

 All Project Partners: Assistance with generation of stakeholder list, attendance at meetings and 
possible facilitation.  

 Stakeholders: Conference/meeting attendance and participation. Two to four meetings are 
anticipated throughout the timeline of the project.  

 
Deliverables: Meeting notes and follow-up summaries, MAPC webpage. 

 
3. Agricultural Workshops/Forum. With the assistance of project partners, MAPC would 

organize a series of meetings in participating municipalities to present the results of the 
agricultural survey and discuss agricultural preservation and promotion issues within the 
MAGIC Subregion. Participants will include municipal officials, nonprofit organizations, state 
agencies, farmers and other stakeholders with agricultural interests. Youth stakeholders and 
next generation farmers, educators, and immigrant farmers will be invited to the Forums to 
provide their experiences and feedback. Interpretive and translation services for information 
exchanged prior to and during the workshop would be utilized, as needed, to ensure that 
foreign speaking and handicapped attendees can participate. Participating experts could 
provide information regarding each of their agricultural programs and the issues that town 
officials, farmers, and other stakeholders face in utilizing or accessing these tools for 
agricultural protection/promotion.  
 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Organization and publicity of workshops, forum materials, presenter solicitation, 
preparation of forum summary/notes. 
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 The Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT): Assistance with workshop organization, identification of 
presenters, publicity, materials, etc. 

 LFG: Attendance at Forum preparation meetings (approx. 2), organizational assistance 
(possibly via conference call) 

 Conservation Law Foundation (CLF): Attendance at workshops and  preparation meetings 
(approx. 2), organizational assistance 

 Presenters: Forum Presentation  

 Municipal Partners: Workshop Attendance  

 
Deliverables: Forum advertisements, presentation materials, other materials, forum 
summary/notes 

 
4. Agricultural Land Management Issues. Based on the outcomes of the Forum and the 

knowledge and expertise of the Stakeholder members, nonprofit partners would work with 
the MAPC staff to assess the most critical agricultural issues facing the Subregion identified at 
the Forum and workshop(s), and as previously expressed by municipal partners. Anticipated 
issues include the following, but are not limited to:  
a. Management of Town-Owned Land: 

i. Creation of a Subregional Agricultural Land Trust 
ii. Existing Land Trust 
iii. Local Government (Agricultural or Conservation Commission) 

b. Dispute Resolution – Conflicting Interest for Land Uses 
c. Zoning/Regulatory Issues and other Legal Issues 
d. Leasing 
e. Marketing: 

i. Urban Farmers Markets/Equitable Food Accessibility 
ii. Restaurants 
iii. Community Supported Agriculture 
iv. Locally Produced Agriculture for Schools 

f. Succession Planning  
g. Training/Education/Housing 
h. Funding  

 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Coordination with nonprofit partners on forum analysis, and research and assessment 
efforts (particular focus on funding), meeting coordination with partners (as needed),  

 LFG: Assistance with forum analysis, research and assessment with specific focus on leasing and 
succession planning.  LFG has expertise in leasing and succession planning.  

 SVT: Assistance with forum analysis, research and assessment with specific focus on 
management of land holdings and the potential for a subregional agricultural land trust. 

 CLF: Assistance with forum analysis, research and assessment with specific focus on zoning and 
regulatory issues. 

 Municipal Partners: Research assistance and meeting participation as needed. 

 
Deliverables: Research summary document outlining identified preservation and promotion 
issues and potential solutions, meeting summary notes (if applicable). 

 
5. Agricultural Land Management Tools and Best Practices. Nonprofit partners, in 

collaboration with the MAPC staff, will research and collect the best available data regarding 
agricultural land and farming preservation tools and funding options. MAPC could draw from 
previous work completed during the Town of Littleton Zoning project to develop new 
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regulatory templates required for sustainable foodshed management and promotion. 
Anticipated tools could include, but are not limited to: 

 Purchase and easement options (Conversion from MGL Chapter Lands [Ch. 61, 61A, & 61B] to 
Agricultural Preservation/Conservation Restrictions); 

 Zoning/regulation changes; 

 Economic development support, including: 
o Small business development assistance – agricultural & food focused development – (e.g. 

farmer’s markets, food  production facilities allowance/permits for accessory items, slaughter 
houses/smoke houses) 

o Farmer networking – the modern version of the Grange; 

 Community farm model for training purposes (e.g., Garden at Church Meadows, Littleton, MA); 

 Funding sources for assistance in purchase of easements or land, including Community Preservation 
Act funds and grant funding; 

 Aggregation (identifying working lands in general areas [e.g. forests and farms] for joint 
funding);  

 Sustainable Agriculture policies; 

 Equitable food distribution (Farm to School programming, infrastructure development); 

 Regional Service Office, Food Council, or other service model for technical assistance to farmers; 
and 

 Community education programming.  

 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Coordination with nonprofit partners on researching tools and best practices, meeting 
coordination with partners (as needed). 

 CLF: Assistance with researching/analyzing tools and best practices, with specific focus on 
economic development, zoning and regulatory changes. 

 LFG: Assistance with researching/analyzing tools and best practices, with specific focus on, 
training and aggregation. 

 SVT: Assistance with researching/analyzing tools and best practices, with specific focus on 
conservation of agricultural land practices and funding sources. 

 Tufts New Entry Sustainable Farming Project (TNE): Assistance with researching/analyzing tools 
and best practices, with specific focus on community education and support of neighboring 
farms (i.e., “Farm Friendly Neighbor” guidance). 

 
Deliverables: Best Practices Guidebook, including “Farm Friendly Neighbor” Guide. 

 
6. New Agricultural Land Opportunities.  MAPC, with assistance from nonprofit partners, will 

assess potential new agricultural opportunities in the subregion, based on the information 
collected, workshop results, and discussions with stakeholders. Land tenure of existing farmers 
will also be evaluated (e.g. farm operators likely to exit farming and non-farming 
landowners) to portray the potential for new farmland uses within the MAGIC Subregion. 
 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Assessment and mapping of potential new farming opportunities. 

 LFG/NE: Assessment of new opportunities and possible attendance at working meeting to 
come to consensus on assessment results. 

 Municipal Partners: Assessment of new opportunities and possible attendance at working 
meeting to come to consensus on assessment results. 

 
Deliverables: Map portraying, and brief report outlining, potential new farming opportunities.   
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7. Working Session (Action Planning).  Project partners and other interested stakeholders 
would convene towards the end of the project for a working session to develop priority action 
items for implementation. Partners and MAPC would present forum/workshop results, issues 
summary, mapping of potential new opportunities, and draft tools to begin the discussion. 
Targeted outreach will be conducted to non-traditional stakeholders such as youth, educators, 
and immigrant farmers. Successful case studies will be presented to demonstrate 
implementation measures.  
 
Partners and Responsibilities:  

 MAPC: Scheduling and facilitation of the workshop, development of workshop materials and 
publicity. 

 CLF: Participation at working session with particular focus on implementation needs for 
economic development, zoning and regulatory changes. 

 LFG: Participation at working session with particular focus on implementation needs for 
training and aggregation. 

 SVT: Participation at working session with particular focus on implementation needs for 
conservation of agricultural land practices and funding sources. 

 TNE: Participation at working session with particular focus on implementation needs for 
community education and support of neighboring farms and farmers. 

 Municipal Partners: Participation at working session with particular focus on feasibly actions to 
be conducted by municipal staff/agricultural commission members. 

 
Deliverables: Workshop Materials, Draft Action Plan, Agricultural Opportunities Map and 
Report (possibly). 

 
Project Context  
 
Demographics and other planning statistics were analyzed in an effort to determine what 
populations may be affected by the project, as shown in the table below.  
 
Statistic Type Project Context 

Area MAGIC Subregion: 13 Communities 

Population: 167,755 Total People in Subregion 

Minorities 16% Identified as Minority 

Housing: 65,449 Total Housing Units 

Rented  21% Rented Housing 

Foreign-Born Occupancy 13% Foreign-Born Household 

Non-English Speaking Occupancy 19% Non-English Speaking Household 

Median Household Income Range $73,724-$160,903+ 

Employment 8,374 Total Businesses 

Work Force 93,762 Total Employed 

Source: MAPC Analysis based on Census 2010, ACS estimates 2005-09, Info-Group Business Data  

 

Project Objectives 
 
Process Benchmarks:  

1. Documented communication with towns and collected data.  
2. Documented discussions and public meetings; with attendees and participants noted and meetings 

and interviews summarized. 
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3. Publicizing of project materials that are developed for the workshops (e.g. announcements, 
agendas, fact sheets, presentations and other materials). 
 

Process Outcomes:  
1. Participating municipalities will adopt agricultural preservation bylaws and other regulatory 

changes. 
2. MAGIC municipalities will help to increase landowner participation in Chapter 61 programs. 
3. Municipalities will increase the role of agricultural commissions in protecting and promoting 

agricultural activity. 
4. MAGIC municipalities will pursue the development of regional land management trust. 
5. Municipalities will build a stronger market for local agricultural products. 
6. A basis for community support of farming will be established.  

 
Policy Outcomes:  

1. Education of forum attendees regarding existing nonprofit, state and federal agricultural 
programs. 

2. Implementable tools for agricultural promotion and preservation (e.g. zoning templates, purchase 
and easement options, etc.). 

3. Implementable Action Plan for each community to adopt.  
4. Identification of funding sources for preservation and promotion. 

 
Regional Objectives: 

1. Increased access to healthy foods within the MAPC region from increased agricultural production 
and distribution from the Subregion (MetroFuture: “an increasing proportion of the region’s 
residents will eat the recommended number of fruits and vegetables per day,” and “the nutritional 
quality of school meals will improve.”) 

2. Preservation of existing agricultural land (MetroFuture: “no net loss of the region’s agricultural 
land”). 

3. An increase in preservation of lands with potential for farming (MetroFuture: “no more than 5,000 
acres of prime and important farmland soils will be lost to development,” and “no more than 
37,000 acres of undeveloped natural land will be lost to development by 2030”.) 

 
Schedule 
 
The project will be completed in a twelve month period (as shown below).  
 

Task # Task Description Months From Project Startup 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Agricultural Survey Analysis X X           

2 Stakeholder Identification X X X X         

3 Agricultural Forum/Workshops    X    X     

4 Agricultural Land Management Issues       X X X X   

5 Tools and Best Practices        X X X   

6 New Agricultural Opportunities           X X  

7 Working Session            X X 

8 Reporting/Project Management X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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Budget 
 
The total cost of this project is $94,100. Partners generously agreed to provide match and in-kind 
resources totaling $23,750 towards the $59,750 funded through the Sustainable Communities 
(SC) Place-Based Program. MAPC has allocated an additional $10,600 from the MAGIC SC 
Subregional Activities budget. The total budget is shown in Table 1 below.  
 
Table 1. Total Budget 
 
Task Hours Total Costs Total 

 MAPC Nonprofit Muni MAPC Nonprofit Muni Expenses  

Task 1: Agricultural Survey  20 40 15 $1,600 $3,600 $1,275 $0 $6,475 

Task 2: Convening 
Stakeholders 

40 20 17 $3,200 $1,800 $1,445 $170 $6,615 

Task 3: Agricultural 
Forums/Workshops 

90 45 45 $7,200 $4,050 $3,825 $400 $15,475 

Task 4:Ag Preserv./Promotion  40 165 30 $3,200 $14,850 $2,550 $200 $20,800 

Task 5: Agricultural Land 
Preservation Tools 

40 220 10 $3,200 $19,800 $850 $200 $24,050 

Task 6: New Ag Land Opps. 28 19 35 $2,240 $1,710 $2,975 $0 $6,925 

Task 7: Working Session 35 21 30 $2,800 $1,890 $2,550 $200 $7,440 

Task 8: Reporting/Project 
Management 

79 0 0 $6,320 $0 $0 $0 $6,320 

Totals:   372 530 182 $29,760 $47,700 $15,470 $1,170 $94,100 

 
Table 2. Funding Sources 
 

Revenue Source  Amount 

Sustainable Communities Place-Based 
Grant 

$59,750  

Cash Match $14,500  

In-Kind Leveraged Resources $9,250  

FY13 SC Subregional Funding $10,600  

Project Total  $94,100  

 
Table 3. Task Break-Down - Nonprofit Partners 
 
Task Hours Costs Totals 

 LFG SVT CLF NE Total LFG SVT CLF NE  

Task 1: Ag Survey  40 0 0 0 40 $3,600 $0 $0 $0 $3,600 

Task 2: Stakeholders 7 6 7 0 20 $630 $540 $630 $0 $1,800 

Task 3: Workshops 10 25 10 0 45 $900 $2,250 $900 $0 $4,050 

Task 4: Preserv./Promo.  65 36 64 0 165 $5,850 $3,240 $5,760 $0 $14,850 

Task 5: Land Preserv. 
Tools 

50 30 120 20 220 $4,500 $2,700 $10,800 $1,800 $19,800 

Task 6: Land Opps. 6 6 0 7 19 $540 $540 $0 $630 $1,710 

Task 7: Working Session 5 5 5 6 21 $450 $450 $450 $540 $1,890 

Totals:  183 108 206 33 530 $16,470 $9,270 $18,090 $2,970 $47,700 

 


